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New Construction Roll – 2010 Changes 

As you are probably aware, the Legislature made some significant changes to the New Construction Roll 

legislation, starting with the 2010 roll. We have made program and report changes to assist you in 

meeting the new requirements. This document will explain steps needed to help you complete your roll. 

Historical Data Historical Data Historical Data Historical Data     

A significant part of the new legislation requires you to refer to previous years’ new construction rolls. In 

the past the historical data was never used so at the time you converted to CAI Property, there was 

probably little or no data checking, balancing and/or final approval of the new construction data. As a 

result, the only information in CAI Property that you can really rely on is for those years that you have 

created within our system. There may be some data from older years, but its accuracy has probably not 

been proven. If you want to take advantage of the tools shown on the following pages to find historical 

data, you will need to consider one of these two options. Otherwise, you should refer to your own data for 

years prior to going live in Property. 

CONVERSION AVAILABLE 

We are able to offer a one-time conversion of your UAD (AS400) new construction data, provided that 

you still have your AS400 available. This will be available shortly, and must be completed prior to June 

25
th
 if you wish to take advantage of it. If you are interested in this option, please contact Brett Hill as 

soon as possible for pricing and scheduling. 

MANUAL ENTRY/UPDATING OPTION 

You could manually update/enter data from previous years’ new construction rolls if you have printouts 

from those years. Make sure that you are using the correct year when you create new records in CAI 

Property (the default will be current year). 

BuilBuilBuilBuild and Editd and Editd and Editd and Edit    

CAI Property has a batch build process for new construction that creates a work-in-progress New 

Construction roll. You then edit those records, deleting any that don’t actually qualify, making changes as 

needed, and manually adding things we aren’t able to identify programmatically. When you are finished 

adding, deleting and editing records, you end up with a completed roll. 

Refer to New Construction documentation on our website for instructions on these processes: 

• If you have not already done so, you can build your new construction roll and begin editing it 

• If you have already done your final build, you will need to rebuild Change of Status ONLY and 

edit those records 


